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Expected File-Delivery Time of Deferred NAK
ARQ in CCSDS File-Delivery Protocol
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Abstract—We analyze an automatic repeat-request (ARQ)
scheme of the Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems
file-delivery protocol for the single-hop file-transfer operation.
With regard to performance measures, this paper is mainly
concerned with the time taken to transfer a file (file-delivery time)
and throughput efficiency. We discuss the ARQ timer-setting
rule that minimizes the expected file-delivery time under the
constraint that the throughput efficiency is maximized. Then,
for that timer-setting rule, we derive the expected file-delivery
time.

Index Terms—Automatic repeat-request (ARQ), delay, internet-
working, protocol, throughput.

I. INTRODUCTION

I N RECENT years, the Consultative Committee for Space
Data Systems (CCSDS) has made considerable efforts to

provide flexible and efficient transfer of various types of data
in a wide variety of mission configurations, from relatively
low Earth-orbiting spacecraft to complex arrangements of
deep-space orbiters and landers supported by multiple trans-
mission links. In many mission scenarios, space networking
faces extremely long propagation delays, intermittent link
connectivity, limited bandwidth, and limited power budgets.
In response to these factors and the need to automate the
communication among spacecraft, the CCSDS File-Delivery
Protocol (CFDP) has been developed [1]–[3]. The aforemen-
tioned mission environments make the conventional automatic
repeat-request (ARQ) schemes impractical [4]. The most salient
feature of ARQ schemes used in the CFDP, in comparison with
conventional ARQ schemes, is that an acknowledgment (ACK)
is not issued for most protocol data units (PDUs). For those
PDUs, only negative acknowledgment (NAKs) are issued,
which happens if the receiver perceives an anomaly in PDU
delivery. ACKs are only used for ancillary data PDUs such as
end-of-file (EOF) and finished (FIN) PDUs, which are used for
closing the file-transfer operation.

In the CFDP, the file transfer is called a “transaction,” and the
sender assigns a transaction ID for each file-transfer operation.
The transaction ID, along with the source ID and other infor-
mation, is contained in the header of each PDU. The sender
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informs the receiver of the start of the file transfer by trans-
mitting the meta-data PDU, which contains information such
as the source and destination IDs, the file name, the file size,
etc. Like most PDUs in the CFDP, there is no ACK for the
meta-data PDU, and the sender is allowed to transmit file-data
PDUs (PDUs carrying the actual content of the file) after trans-
mitting the meta-data PDU. In other words, there is no hand-
shaking for initiating a “transaction.” The receiver detects the
failure in delivering a file-data PDU or the meta-data PDU by
noticing missing elements in the sequence of PDUs correctly re-
ceived. Each file-data PDU has a field that specifies the starting
byte number and ending byte number of the file data carried by
the PDU, so the receiver can detect missing PDUs by observing
the ending byte numbers and the starting byte numbers of the
correctly received PDUs. If the meta-data PDU is lost in the first
trial, the receiver will detect that the meta-data PDU is missing,
because the new transaction ID in the header of that received
PDU will indicate that the new transaction has begun. The re-
ceiver reacts to the missing PDU by sending NAK messages.
Each NAK message contains the list of PDUs requested by the
receiver for retransmission. Upon receiving a NAK, the sender
retransmits the PDUs requested. When the sender runs out of
the file-data PDUs to send, the sender sends an EOF PDU, thus
initiating the closure of the file transfer.

After receiving the EOF PDU, the receiver acknowledges it
with an ACK(EOF) and waits until the meta-data PDU and all
of the file-data PDUs are received before it initiates the closure
of the transaction. All data are eventually received because of
the NAK mechanisms, and the receiver can notice the recep-
tion of all data from the file-size information contained in the
meta-data PDU and the EOF PDU. Then, the receiver sends a
FIN PDU. After receiving the FIN PDU, the sender acknowl-
edges it with an ACK(FIN) and closes the transaction. When
the ACK(FIN) is successfully delivered back to the receiver, the
receiver also closes the transaction, at which point, the trans-
action is closed at both entities. For EOF and FIN PDUs, there
are ACKs and retransmission timer mechanisms, so their ex-
change is reliable. According to the CFDP, the receiver and
sender must both transmit an ACK message in response to each
EOF/FIN PDU, even after closing the transaction, in order to
prevent possible anomalies in closing the transaction (e.g., the
one described in [5]).

Depending upon mission requirements and transmission ca-
pability, four selectable ARQ schemes are offered by the CFDP.
These schemes (immediate NAK, deferred NAK, asynchronous
NAK, and prompt NAK modes) share a common mechanism for
initiating and closing the file-transfer operation, but they differ
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Fig. 1. Deferred NAK mode. M stands for the meta-data PDU, and FD(k) stands for the kth file-data PDU. The protocol definition in [3] defines the meaning
and format of these PDUs in detail. T stands for one-way propagation delay, and RT stands for the duration of the kth retransmission spurt. (“Transmission
spurt” refers to consecutive transmission of PDUs back to back.).

in their times of issuing NAK messages and in their lists of
PDUs requested for retransmission. In this paper, we consider
only the deferred NAK mode.

In the deferred NAK mode, the receiver defers issuance of
NAKs until it correctly receives the EOF PDU from the sender.
The receiver keeps the record of all missing PDUs until the
EOF PDU is successfully delivered. After receiving the EOF
PDU, the receiver issues an ACK(EOF) and issues a NAK
that requests retransmission of all missing PDUs, if any. Upon
receiving a NAK, the sender immediately retransmits all PDUs
that the NAK requests. At the end of each transmission of a
NAK, the receiver sets a NAK timer, and when the NAK timer
expires, the receiver again examines the record of missing
PDUs. If missing PDUs still remain, the receiver issues another
NAK and again starts a NAK timer. This process continues until
the receiver receives all necessary PDUs that contain the whole
file content and the meta-data PDU. After receiving all neces-
sary PDUs, the receiver issues a FIN PDU, and upon receiving
the FIN PDU, the sender issues an ACK(FIN) and closes the
transaction. The delivery of the FIN PDU is guaranteed in the
same way as the EOF PDU. The receiver closes the transaction
when the ACK(FIN) is successfully delivered to the receiver.
See Fig. 1 for an illustration of the operation of the deferred
NAK mode.

In this paper, we present modeling and analysis of the CFDP
deferred NAK mode. We consider the single-hop file-transfer
operation. With regard to performance measures, the paper is
mainly concerned with the time taken to transfer a file (expected
file-delivery time) and throughput efficiency resulting from
the protocol specification. In Section II, we discuss the ARQ
timer-setting rule that minimizes the expected file-delivery time
under the constraint that the throughput efficiency is maximized.
Then, for that timer-setting rule, we derive an expression for
the expected file-delivery time and discuss how to compute
it numerically. In Section III, on the basis of our derivation,
we numerically present how the constrained optimal expected
file-delivery time varies with parameters such as the channel
quality, PDU size, file size, etc.

II. ANALYSIS OF DEFERRED NAK MODE

A. Preliminaries

We define the “file-delivery time” to be the time from the
beginning of the transmission (first bit of the meta-data PDU)
until the first instant when all file data, meta data, and the EOF
PDU have been successfully received by the receiver. We also
define “EOF delivery time” as the length of the time interval be-
tween the instant immediately after the sender’s transmission of
the last file-data PDU and the instant of the receiver’s receiving
the last bit of error-free EOF PDU. As illustrated in Fig. 1, the
file-delivery time consists of a number of transmission spurts
(initial transmission of a file and several retransmission spurts
after successful transmission of the EOF PDU), EOF delivery
time, and time gaps between transmission spurts. “Transmis-
sion spurt” refers to consecutive transmissions of PDUs back
to back. Note that our definition of file-delivery time does not
include the time for the FIN-ACK(FIN) procedure. The reason
that we define file-delivery time in this way is that the whole file
is obtained by the receiver as soon as all file data, meta data, and
the EOF PDU have been successfully received by the receiver.
If one is interested in the duration of the entire transaction, the
time to deliver the ACK(EOF) and the FIN-ACK(FIN) must to
be included along with the file-delivery time.

We denote by the total number of PDUs carrying the file
data plus 1 (counting the meta data). For simplicity, we assume
that these PDUs have an identical length and an identical
probability of failed delivery (PDU error or loss). We also as-
sume that all NAKs have an identical length and an identical
probability of failed delivery. Based on these assumptions, we
derive the expected file-delivery time. For the analysis, we as-
sume that PDU error events in forward and backward links are
statistically independent, and that the transmission times of the
file-data PDUs and the meta-data PDU are equal. Notations we
use are specified in Table I.

As can be deduced from the protocol description in Section I
(illustrated in Fig. 1), the expected file-delivery time depends
upon certain parameter values that an implementer can freely
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TABLE I
NOTATIONS

Fig. 2. Effect of timeout values on CFDP performance.

choose; for example, the EOF timer and the NAK timer. We as-
sume that the parameter values are set to minimize the expected
file-delivery time under the constraint that the throughput
efficiency is never compromised. Under the environment of
the long propagation delay, the throughput efficiency can be
compromised in the form of unnecessary duplicate retrans-
mission of an identical PDU. For example, if the timeout
value of the EOF timer, which we refer to as ,
is set too small, the sender retransmits the EOF PDU before
receiving the ACK(EOF) because of timer expiration, even in
the case in which the first EOF PDU and the ACK(EOF) are
successfully delivered. Unnecessary duplicate retransmission
of the file-data PDU can occur if the timeout value of the NAK
timer is set too small, as illustrated in Fig. 2. In order to prevent
unnecessary duplicate retransmission, and to minimize the
expected file-delivery time, the timeout value of the EOF timer,

, should be , where
denotes the one-way propagation delay between the sender and
the receiver. Let denote the transmission time of the PDUs
requested by the receiver for the th retransmission spurt.
(Fig. 1 illustrates and .) Then, the timeout value of
the NAK timer for the th retransmission spurt, ,
should be .

B. Expected Value of EOF Delivery Time

Denoting by the geometrically distributed random
variable that counts the number of EOF PDU transmissions up
to and including the first successful delivery, we can express
the EOF delivery time as

and its expected value as

(1)

For , the expected EOF
delivery time is

(2)

C. Expected File-Delivery Time

We first define and analyze the random variable representing
the number of transmission spurts in the transaction. We define
random variable to represent the number of transmissions of
the th PDU, up to and including its first successful transmission.
Then, under our channel assumption, has a geometric distri-
bution. The transmission spurts will reoccur until all PDUs are
delivered to the receiver, so the number of transmission spurts
is . We define random variable as

, and note that is the
number of retransmission spurts.

Now we consider the time interval between the issuance of a
NAK and the reception of the corresponding retransmissions.
Once EOF PDU has been successfully received, the receiver
issues the first NAK and sets the NAK timer. In this analysis,
we assume that the timeout value of the NAK timer is set
at the two times propagation delay plus retransmission time.
Since the receiver knows the amount of missing data and the
transmission rate of the link, the receiver can simply compute
the transmission time of those missing PDUs. Let us first
consider the expected time between issuance of the first NAK
and “nominal reception of the last bit of the first retransmission
spurt,” by which we mean the time that the last bit of the first
retransmission spurt is transmitted plus . In the case that
all of the PDUs of that retransmission spurt are lost, there is
no actual reception. Note that the timeout value of the NAK
timer is set as

(3)

Taking into account the case that a NAK is lost (with the result
that the NAK timer expires), the expected time between issuance
of the first NAK and nominal reception of the last bit of the first
retransmission spurt is given as

(4)

Similar expressions follow for the time between issuance of the
first NAK after the nominal reception of the th retransmission
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spurt and the nominal reception of last bit of the th re-
transmission spurt. Thus, the expected time interval between the
issuance of the first NAK and reception of last bit of last retrans-
mission spurt can be obtained as

(5)

Note that is the expected total time taken for
transmission of meta and file-data PDUs until all of them have
been successfully delivered, minus the time taken to transmit
them for their first trials. Thus

(6)

Note that in deferred NAK mode, the receiver sends NAK only
after receiving EOF PDU. Therefore, expected file-delivery time
of a transaction, which includes the expected EOF delivery time,
is given as

(7)

To complete the analysis, we need to obtain . We
first provide the following proposition, which is somewhat
illuminating.1

Proposition 1:

Proof: See the Appendix.
Proposition 1 indicates that increases in logarithmic

order with . The expected file-delivery time in (7) has a term
that increases linearly with and a term that has the factor

. For very long propagation delay, the multiplicative
factor is much larger than that of the term linear of ,
which is on the order of the PDU transmission time. In such an
environment, as the number of PDUs in the file increases,

1We derived these bounds with simple engineering mathematics, as presented
in the Appendix. Other mathematically interesting properties of M can be
found in [6].

the expected file-delivery time is initially dominated by the term
logarithmically growing with , and the order of growth later
becomes linear with a small multiplicative factor for large values
of . For a small propagation delay (relative to the PDU trans-
mission time, ), the order of growth is always dominated
by the term linear of . Proposition 1 provides a good idea of
the expected file-delivery time’s order of growth with , but the
difference between the bounds in Proposition 1 is 1.0. This can
be considered loose, especially for application to the case of a
long propagation delay. Thus, we now discuss numerical evalu-
ation of . We have

(8)

Note that can be expressed as a finite summation as
follows:

(9)

Thus, in theory, we can compute the exact value of in
a finite number of computational operations. However, we face
difficulties in numerical evaluation for a large value of . Term

of the summation in (9) can have a
very large factor and a very small . Thus, the evaluation
of a term can be numerically difficult. Truncating the summation
by omitting the terms that are difficult to compute does not give a
good idea of how accurate such an approximation is. In addition,
the terms in the summation could be both positive and negative,
so such truncation does not give an upper or lower bound either.
In fact, from (8), we can use finite summation

as both an approximation and a lower bound. As
we increase the number of additions , the evaluation becomes
more accurate. The numerical inaccuracy (the remainder) can
be expressed as follows:

(10)

We can guarantee the error percentage of numerical evalua-
tion by obtaining an upper bound
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on . By using a generalized Bernoulli’s inequality [8, p. 69],
term , in (10) can be bounded
above by

Thus, we can obtain the following upper bound of :

(11)

Individual terms in the right-hand side of (11) can be bounded
above by using the following relations:

(12)

(13)

Let , then we have

(14)

(15)

From (11)–(15), we have

(16)

Fig. 3. Upper bound of R .

For a desired level of accuracy, one can use (16) to determine an
appropriate value of for computing . Fig. 3 indicates
that this upper bound decays very rapidly as we increase .
Thus, one can numerically compute with a fairly small
number of additions and guarantee a small error percentage. In
order to further simplify the decision of a proper value of
for numerical computation, one can obtain an upper bound of
the right-hand side of (16). For example, using the well-known
inequality , we derive

(17)

The upper bound in (17), in addition, explicitly shows that the
error term decays at least exponentially fast as increases.

III. EXPECTED FILE-DELIVERY TIME:
NUMERICAL PRESENTATION

The mathematical expression derived in previous sections
for the expected file-delivery time in deferred NAK mode is
numerically presented in Figs. 4–6. Note that the astronomical
unit (a.u., a.u. s) is used. Figs. 4–6 illustrate how the
expected file-delivery time in deferred NAK mode is affected
by variables such as the PDU error rate, the number of PDUs
in the file, the PDU transmission time, etc. In these figures,
we assumed that , , and are two orders
of magnitude less than , because of the small sizes of
the NAK, EOF, and ACK(EOF) PDUs. We also assumed that
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Fig. 4. Expected file-delivery time versus P .

Fig. 5. Expected file-delivery time versus number of PDUs.

and are two orders of magnitude less than
for the same reason.

In Fig. 7, we compare the numerical evaluation of (7) and
the results of random simulation. In this figure, we set
to compute numerically. The figure illustrates how
the expected file-delivery time is affected by the bit-error rate
(BER) of the link. The considered region of BER without
forward error correction (FEC) is between and ,
because achievable BERs without FEC range between
and in typical space communications. The simulation
results and the mathematically derived results closely match,

as can be observed from the figure. However, the random
simulation took much more computational time and required
much more programming effort.

IV. CONCLUSION

We derived the expression for the minimum expected file-de-
livery time of the CFDP deferred NAK mode under the constraint
that the throughput efficiency is maximized, in the sense that
there is no unnecessary duplicate retransmission. For the pur-
pose of gaining simple performance intuition, in determining
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Fig. 6. Expected file-delivery time versus number of PDUs.

Fig. 7. Deferred NAK: analytic and simulation results. Expected file-delivery time of deferred NAK mode versus BER. File size = 1 MB, transmission rate
= 20 Kb/s in both directions, and propagation delay = 480 s.

the NAK timer-setting rule, we assumed that the sender can
start retransmission immediately after receiving a NAK PDU.
(Recall that we set the timeout value of the NAK timer for
the th retransmission spurt as
in Section II.) In real operations, the sender may not be able
to start retransmission of the PDUs requested by the NAK.
For example, if the sender is performing multiple outgoing
transactions concurrently (multiplexed transactions), the sender
may have to delay the requested retransmissions in a particular
transaction, because of previously queued outbound data be-
longing to another transaction that must be transmitted before
the newly requested PDUs are retransmitted. This queuing delay

is difficult to estimate. However, a simple way of improving
throughput efficiency in such an operational environment is
to add a constant value to the NAK timer, namely, to use

(18)

The actual value of to be used depends upon the level of
throughput efficiency desired and the PDU scheduling scheme
of the sender. (The scheduling scheme at the sender is specific
to the implementation, and beyond this paper’s scope.) If the
timeout value of NAK timer (18) is used in place of the timeout
value of NAK timer (3), the expected time between the issuance
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of the first NAK and the nominal reception of the last bit of the
last transmission spurt in (5) is replaced by

(19)

and thus, the expected file-delivery time is

(20)

in place of (7).
Note that the expected file-delivery time depends upon

several variables, e.g., file size, PDU size, the propagation
delay, etc. With the results of our mathematical derivation in
(7) and (20), we can generate numerical values for the expected
file-delivery time quickly, without computationally intensive
random simulation, for a range of different environmental and
design variables.

Finally, we note that the CFDP or its variant may be useful
beyond space applications, although the CFDP has been stan-
dardized by CCSDS for use in space networking. For example,
the feature of no ACK message for the file-data PDUs (i.e., NAK
only) may also be useful for secure communication, in which the
receiver’s emission should be small in order to hide its presence
or location.

APPENDIX

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1

for each has geometric distribution

(21)

We take the approach of approximating
by ,

where for each has exponential distribution

(22)

A.

Recall that the expected time until any arrival among inde-
pendent Poisson processes, each with arrival rate , is
[7]. Consider independent Poisson processes, each of which

terminates after the first arrival. Then, the time until the th ar-
rival (the last arrival) is . Therefore, we
see that

(23)

B.

Consider mapping

(24)

where we denote . Then, random
variables are statistically indepen-
dent, and have a geometric distribution identical to that of
random variable . Moreover, for each realization of random
variables , we have

(25)

Therefore, we have

(26)

From (24), we have

(27)

Therefore, from (23), (26), and (27), we have

(28)
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